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Revered Regions - Sicily 6 pack $199 (Value $236) 

An island famed for its scenic landscape and delicious produce, Sicily has only recently 

become known as an iconic wine region. With a history of ‘bulk’ wine production; where 

juice was shipped in tankers to ‘fill out’ lighter red wines on mainland Italy, some years ago 

local producers decided to modernize the image of Sicilian wines, by reducing bulk wine 

production and focusing on indigenous varieties and more thoughtful production.  

This pack will showcase the best of the region - Experience the celebrated wines of Europe’s 

highest and most active volcano, Mount Etna, often considered to have a ‘miracle’ terroir, 

its rich volcanic soil producing wines of elegance and esteem. Moving on to the coastal and 

inland sites of Porto Palo and Acate, examining perfumed grillo, textured carricante and 

soft silky frappatto. 

 

2019 Donnafugata Vittoria Frappato, Vittoria, Sicily $48 

This single expression of Frappato hails from south-east Sicily, in the territory of Acate. Grown 

on picturesque, sloping terrains, the climate is typically Mediterranean, warm temperate, 

mitigated by a sea breeze during the summer. Bell Assai sees fermentation in stainless steel 

tanks, with maceration on the skins for 8-9 days, creating a wine that's vibrant ruby red in 

colour. Intensely aromatic in style, notes of violet and rose sing from the glass, nuances of 

wild strawberry and raspberry delicately linger in the background, all wrapped together with 

sumptuously soft tannins. This is fresh, fragrant and engaging – chill it down slightly and enjoy 

with roasted lamb and grilled vegetables.  

2018 Calabretta Gaio Gaio, Catania, Mt Etna, Sicily $40 

Wines of Nerello Mascalese and Nerello Cappuccio have been often described as the barolo 

of the South. Comparisons aside, there is no mistaking these varietals, enchanting, perfumed 

aromas brimming with delicacy, elegance and have an almost enigmatic sophistication. 

Winemaker and owner Massimiliano is the fourth generation of his family to produce wine on 

Mount Etna. Combining experimental and traditional traits into his winemaking, employing a 

hands-off approach with no chemicals or pesticides used and natural fermentation. Pair with 

roasted veal, herbed potatoes and braised cabbage.  
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2018 Ciello Rosso, Alcamo, Sicily $25  

One of the few organic producers in Sicily, the Vesco family have owned and operated 

plantings on the hills of Alcamo, just inland from Palermo for 10 years with a focus towards 

minimal intervention and sustainable viticulture. Incisive and energetic, this perfumed, fresh 

nero d'avola is a million miles away from the overripe styles which are commonplace in Sicily. 

Instead of being mature with deep rooted tannins, this nero is novel; but not a fluke. Showing 

dark fruit, green coffee bean with a lick of cocoa, rounded out with a distinct but pleasant 

spiciness. A more delicate approach is needed for this wine, try pairing with roasted miso pork 

belly and a side of steamed pak choy. 

 

2018 Pietradolce Etna Rosato, Solicchiata, Mt Etna $41 

Pietradolce, meaning ‘sweet stone’, was founded in 2005 by Michele Faro and his family. 

Hailing from Solicchiata, northern slopes of Etna. This is 100% nerello macescalese, grown 

from stony, light, sandy soil. This is from the only Pietradolce vineyard which is not grown 

alberello, Italian for bush vines. First-rate Enta; whispers of red berries, under ripe peach and 

nectarine on the nose, with a touch of wet stone. Salinity and tempered acidity fill out the 

mid palate, perfect for slicing through the richness of beef cheek tacos while balancing the 

spiciness. 

 2016 Gurra Di Mare Bianco, Porto Palo, Sicily $48  

Gurra Di Mare’s only wine is made from just under two hectares of chardonnay and viognier 

on terrains that descend all the way to the sea, subject to a unique microclimate and bathed 

in the breathtaking landscape of Porto Palo. This 50/50 blend is vinified based on the French 

“batonnage” technique, with 12 months of lees stirring and further bottle ageing, producing a 

wine brimming with complexity and freshness. Match sea on sea, pair with clam spaghetti and 

warm crusty bread dripping with butter.  

2018 Le Casematte Bianco, Faro, Sicily $34 

Found in the northeastern corner of Sicily, near Messina, Le Cassematte’s terraced vineyards 

benefit from the constant sea breezes of the Messina Strait, especially the howling Sirocco 

wind during summer. Produced from indigenous Sicilian varietals, grillo and carricante. 

There's an airy delicacy to its marine like aromas, and a concoction of brine, yellow plum and 

chamomile sit composed on the palate, while fresh, tangy acidity wrap it all together. Try with 

whole roasted flat head, basted with herbed butter and fresh lemon juice.  

 

Enjoy! 

 


